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We will cover 7 main

topics to get you started

with your very own cut

flower garden

In this handy guide, you will learn some

of the essential basics of growing your

own cut flowers.  Whether you consider

yourself to have a green thumb or not,

this guide should help you on your path

to growing an abundance of backyard

beauty. With a little effort and

patience, it is possible for anyone to

grow their own flowers.

Let's get
growing!



Planning your garden bed

Measure the garden space you will be working with and

start determining the types and sizes of flowers that your

space can accommodate.  Take note of the height of each

variety and avoid planting taller varieties where they may

shade out shorter varieties. Be sure to allow paths to your

flowers for weeding, watering, and harvesting.  

Cut-and-come again species, such as zinnia, dahlias, and

strawflower will maximize available space. Single cut

flower, such as sunflowers, stock, and larkspur take up

more space; to have consistent blooms you will need more

successions.

If you have not recently tested your soil, do so before

planting. The test results will indicate whether you need to

amend your soil to adjust the soil pH or add nutrients.  Soil

tests are inexpensive and most adjustments are relatively

straightforward.  Your local extension agency can provide

you with information on how to perform a soil test.  

If your soil is poor or if drainage is an issue, consider

creating raised beds. Raised beds can enhance drainage

and reduce weed pressure, making the garden easier to

tend, allowing better control over soil quality in general.

Choose a location. An ideal site is one with good drainage

that receives at least 6 hours of sunlight per day.

Note other site conditions: wind, wet and dry areas,

animals, neighbors, micro-climates.

Think about where your water will come from and how far

your hose or sprinkler can reach (or how far you're willing

to haul).

1.  OBSERVE YOUR LANDSCAPE

2.  MEASURE YOUR SPACE

3. TAKE A SOIL TEST



Before you buy anything, go through your garden

sheds, garage, and existing seed supply.  Get an idea

of what you have, what needs to be replaced, and

what you need.  Go through your old seed packets and

throw away any seeds packets 3 years old or older, as

old or improperly stored seeds won't germinate

consistently.  On this list be sure to add things like

potting soil, weeding tools, gloves, garden boots,

sprinklers, hoses, plant identification markers, etc.  

Start by making a list of all the flowers you'd

like to try this year, keeping seasonal goals in

mind.  Are you simply looking for fresh blooms

to brighten your kitchen, or are you wanting

specific varieties for a side floral project or

wedding?  These kinds of questions will help

you decide on colors, season, and variety. 

 Write down everything you want, as you can

always go back through your list and edit as

needed.  

Flower Wish List

DREAM BIG!

TAKE INVENTORY



With your wish list and measurements

in hand you can start penciling

out what you want your garden set up

to look like. Determine how long

the beds and paths are. Once that is

established, you will easily be able to

figure out how many plants you can fit

into your plot. From there you can

narrow down your wish list.

Start creating a seed sowing schedule once

you've figured out what varieties you want to

grow.  Determine dates to sow based on

flower and zone requirement.  It's important to

know your planting zone as well as last frost

date, to ensure successful growing.  Follow the

directions on the back of the seed packet too!

(Information for each of our flower varieties

have been included here)  

SEED SOWING RECCOMMENDATIONS

Sketch it Out...

A great place to learn about gardening is

through seed catalogs.  Seed catalogs

contain an enormous amount of  gardening

information specific to each variety





Included in the seed kit

This premium zinnia is a vigorous all-season producer! Holds up extremely well in the summer
heat.  

Direct seed after danger of frost has passed. Barely cover seeds as light is required for
germination. Succession plant to prolong yields of high-quality stems. Deadheading is
recommended to encourage strong branching and bloom production. 

Benary's Giant Mix Zinnias

One of our favorites! This double-blooming cosmos boasts soft white blooms with a few that
display a soft blush of pink. 

Direct seed after danger of frost has passed. Cover seeds lightly. Pinching will encourage
branching. 

Double Click Snow Puff Cosmos

This unique sunflower has creamy pale yellow, almost-white petals on a dark center. This
sunflower boasts single-stem plants to provide tall, strong stems that are 4-6" in size. Flowers
are pollenless which is perfect for any florist! 

Direct seed after danger of frost has passed. Sow 1/2 inch deep. 

ProCut White Nite Sunflower

Statement Flowers



Included in the seed kit

One of our favorites for cut flowers! Stems feature tall spires of dense florets. Includes
multiple colors: carmine, dark blue, light blue, light pink, lilac, rose, and white. Attracts
hummingbirds. 

Direct seed in early spring for summer blooms. These seeds do not germinate well when the
soil temperatures are above 55 degrees. Support may be needed in windy areas. 

Accent Flowers

QIS Formula Mix Larkspur

Milas Queen Mix Agrostemma

This elegant flower is a great addition to the cut flower garden. White and purple blooms
grow on willowy gray stems. 

Direct seed as soon as soil can be worked. Sow 1/8" deep. Ideal spacing is 6"-9". Thin as
necessary when first true leaves appear. 

Love-in-a-Mist Nigella 
This stunning variety has beautiful splashes of color on petals in varying shades of blue,
mauve, pink, and purple, with striking dark purple centers. Produces unique seed pods that
can be used fresh or in dried arrangements. 

Sow in early spring and successively. Two-week sowing will lengthen flower and pod
harvesting. Direct seed and cover lighly with soil, as light is required for germination. 



Included in the seed kit

Ideal color and form for late summer and fall arrangements! This beauty has deep red leaves
and deep dark red, feathery flowers. 

Direct seed after danger of frost has passed. Barely cover seeds as light is required for
germination. Ideal plant spacing is 12-15". Thin after first true leaves appear. 

Red Spike Amaranthus

Grasses and Fillers

Persian Cress 

Airy, yet sturdy branches fill with tiny seed pods that resemble silver-green coins.
Can be eaten in a salad! 

Direct seed as soon as soil can be worked. Cover with 1/4" soil. Thin when first true
leaves appear. Plant two weeks apart to continue harvest. 

Dara Daucus

This feathery filler complements any color scheme. Stems are long with dense flower heads 3-
5" across. Attracts and supports beneficial insects.

Direct seed after last frost. Sow seeds thinly and cover lightly. Successive planting will
encourage a continuous harvest. Support may be needed if grown in windy areas.  





Included in the starter kit

Red Spike Amaranthus
Ideal color and form for late summer and fall arrangements! This beauty has deep red leaves
and deep dark red, feathery flowers. 

Coral Fountain Amaranthus
The pendulous, tassel-like blooms are the most exquisite shade of dusty pink that resembles
sun-faded velvet. 'Coral Fountain' is perfect for dramatic, large-scale arrangements.

Queen Lime Red Zinnia
This gorgeous novelty flower is coveted for its unusual coloring, which ranges from a smoky
dark rose to a subtle eggplant shade combined with green undertones. There is no other
flower on the market quite like it. This unique zinnia produces an abundant harvest of
medium-sized, fully double blooms.

This exciting new addition to the Queen Lime series is the most beautiful range of iridescent
raspberry, apricot, and smokey-peach with a dark cranberry center. Such a versatile color
mixes well with just about anything. A must-grow for flower arrangers.

Queen Lime Orange Zinnia

This incredible new addition to the Queen series is one of the most unusual and beautiful
zinnias on the market. The mostly double and semi-double flowers are a stunning blend of
green and purple, unlike anything we’ve seen. Everyone who sees them instantly falls in love. A  
staff favorite!

Queen Lime Blush Zinnia

Statement Flowers



Included in the starter kit

Madame Butterfly Snapdragons
Often referred to as azalea snapdragons, these double-petaled beauties are adored for their
pleasant perfume, coveted colors, and long-lasting blooms. Because the tight shape is
difficult for insects to pollinate, blooms last longer in the vase than other single-flowered
snapdragons. Snapdragons should be harvested early before they can be pollinated when just
the bottom 2-3 flowers are open. 

Chantilly Snapdragons
This snapdragon variety is the first to bloom and consistently is our most requested crop of
early summer. These beautiful butterfly-like blooms resemble upturned petticoats on dancing
ladies. Snapdragons should be harvested early before they can be pollinated when just the
bottom 2-3 flowers are open. 

Bronze Beauty Calendula
'Bronze Beauty' is a versatile soft peachy-cream calendula with a reverse cranberry stripe and
a chocolate brown eye. Cup-shaped flower heads are smaller than most varieties and are
borne on tall stems, making them perfect for arrangements. Calendulas are the fastest
flowers to bloom from seeds - in just 2 months. Often called English Marigolds, the plants are
loved by beneficial insects. Petals can be used as a fabric dye, are edible, and are used
medicinally as salves.

Of all the annual plants you can grow in your cutting garden, few are more productive per
square foot than cosmos. The more you cut, the more they bloom. A unique double-flowered
cosmos, these fluffy blooms are easy to grow and look great in bouquets. This mix includes
snow-white, vibrant cranberry, rosy mauve, and a lovely soft blush.

Double Click Mix Cosmos

One of our favorites! This double blooming cosmos boasts finely pleated blooms that float
above the foliage reminding us of ballerinas. Pinching is encouraged to promote branching. 

Cupcake Blush Cosmos

Accent Flowers



Included in the starter kit

Bronze Queen Nicotiana
This beautiful new variety turns heads with its luscious color combination; its trumpet-like
flower features a muddy rose throat with subtle green reverse petals. The pretty star-shaped
blooms add an element of sparkle, movement, and scent to arrangements. Elegant and tall,
this plant is loved by pollinators and will flower all summer long when deadheaded regularly.

Sahara Rudbeckia
This mix of large, mostly double, velvety flowers is a blend of dusty rose, milk chocolate,
copper, pale lemon, and rich merlot. These abundant bloomers are a wonderful new addition
to the Black Eyed Susan family, offering a romantic, moody twist on an old garden staple.

Love-in-a-Mist Nigella 
This stunning variety has beautiful splashes of color on petals in varying shades of blue,
mauve, pink, and purple, with striking dark purple centers. Produces unique seed pods that
can be used fresh or in dried arrangements. 

Sow in early spring and successively. Two-week sowing will lengthen flower and pod
harvesting. Direct seed and cover lightly with soil, as light is required for germination. 

The near-black, button-shaped flowers of this cutting garden staple are both beautiful and
versatile. After flowers fade they leave behind conical, textural seed pods. Blooming all
summer long, this productive workhorse is loved by beneficial insects. 

Black Knight Scabiosa

This garden treasure is super fluffy, with creamy white blooms and latte undertones. Long
stems show the raised shape of the blooms. No cutting garden is complete without a broad
swath of pincushion flowers. These hardy annuals are easy to grow and are wonderful for
wedding arrangements. Pollinators love them!

Snow Maiden Scabiosa



Included in the starter kit

Airy, yet sturdy branches fill with tiny seed pods that resemble silver-green
coins. Can be eaten in a salad! Plant successively to continue harvest. 

This feathery filler complements any color scheme. Stems are long with dense flower heads
3-5" across. Attracts and supports beneficial insects. Support may be needed if grown in
windy areas.  

Filling a room with its spicy scent, this easy to grow heat loving foliage is a wonderful
addition to summer bouquets. The bright, green leaves are complemented by the dark
purple stems and blooms. Does not like to be cold. Plant after all danger of frost. 

Persian Cress 

Grasses and Fillers

Dara Daucus

Thai Basil

Aromatto Basil 
One of the most fragrant, easy to grow and abundant summer foliage plants, this
handsome variety features tall, deep purple stems, glossy bi-color plum-veined leaves and
brilliant amethyst flower spikes. The aromatic foliage is a spicy combination of licorice and
mint. Does not like to be cold. Plant after all danger of frost.

Covent Garden Gypsophila
This sweet flower is a small delight, well-loved as a bouquet flower. Its airy sprays of
petite ½" purest white single blooms are welcome in the cottage garden too, as they
gracefully weave among bolder flowers. Pinch back to encourage bushiness, and keep
trimmed to promote a more extended flowering period. 

Green Mist Ammi
Amni is a staff favorite! This feathery filler complements any color scheme. Stems are long
with dense chartreuse domes that mature to creamy white flower heads. Attracts and
supports beneficial insects. Support may be needed if grown in windy areas.  



Included in the starter kit
QIS Apricot Statice

One of our favorites for cut flowers! Exceptional mix of warm apricot, peach, rose and coral
tones that are highly desired by floral creatives as they complement a wide range of color
palettes. The blooms can be used fresh or makes a superb dried flower. 

Milas Queen Mix Agrostemma
This elegant flower is a great addition to the cut flower garden. White  and purple blooms
grow on willowy gray stems. Performs best in cooler weather.

Bells of Ireland
A wow factor in the garden! This unusual flower has lime-green calyxes that makes it a true
showstopper. Provides excellent visual balance in bouquets. 

Red Plume Atriplex
This productive filler shimmers in arrangements. The wine-red plumes on long strong stems,
are an attractive additions to any summer-fall arrangements. Cool fact the young leaves can
be eaten! Commonly called red mountain spinach, it's packed full of vitamins and minerals.



Other Favorite Varieties

Cut and Come Again
China Aster "Valkyrie Mix"
Cosmos "Double Click"
Dianthus "Picotee"
Gomphrena "Formula Mix"
Rudbeckia "Prairie Sun"
Scabiosa "Pincushion Mix"
Snapdragon "Chantilly"
Statice "Rose Shades"
Strawflower "Sultane Mix"
Sweet Pea "Mammoth Choice"
Yarrow "Colorado Mix"
Zinna "Benary's Giant"

One Hit Wonders
Bombay Celosia "Cramer"
Stock "Katz"
Sunflowers "Pro Cut Series"

Ammi 
Bells of Ireland
Persian Cress
Dusty Miller
Frosted Explosion Grass
Ornamental Basil

Columbine
Delphinium
Foxglove
Echinacea
Larkspur
Monarda
Hellebores
Yarrow

Peonies
Lilacs
Viburnum
Nine Bark
Hyrdrangea
Forsythia
Cherry Blossom
Willows

Grasses and Fillers

Perennials Woodies & Shrubs



Great Growing Tips
Plant in rows rather than groups. This
makes your garden easier to maintain
when it comes to watering, weeding,
fertilizing and cutting.

Cut and
deadhead
flowers
regularly to
encourage
continuous
blooming.

From mid-season
on, keep a dozen or

more 3 ft. stakes
handy for staking

tall flowers as
needed.

Thoroughly water
seeds after sowing.  

Do not let soil dry
out before seeds

germinate.

At planting time,
amend the soil
with granular all-
purpose fertilizer,
preferably
organic.

Apply a liquid fertilizer
once each month during

the growing season.



1.  Harvest in the morning, when
temps are cooler.  Flowers cut in
hot temps or bright sunlight will
fade fast.  Flowers can be
harvested in the evening, too.
Avoid harvesting cut flowers
during the heat of the day,
because flowers can suffer from
heat stress.

2.  Cut stems at an angle, with
pruning shears or a sharp pair of
scissors.  Remove any leaves that
will be under water when the
flowers are placed in a vase. Cut
stems again when you’re ready to
arrange flowers in a vase. 

4.  Know when to harvest.
Know specific harvesting details on
each species and variety of flowers.
All flowers should be harvested at
the desired maturity, whether it’s 50,
75 or 100% open blooms. Some
flowers will need to be cut at a tight
bud stage, as they will continue to
open in the vase.  Others such as
dahlias need to be cut when fully
open in the garden, as they will not
open any larger after being cut.

3.  Put flowers in water immediately. 
 Have a bucket of cool clean water
handy and ready to be used to store cut
flowers until they can be transferred to
vases.  Be sure the bucket is clean.  Dirty
buckets breed bacteria and will
significantly decrease flower vase life.

Harvesting Your Flowers



Once you have chosen your
flowers, put them in lukewarm

water mixed with a floral
preservative (flower food). It will
help reduce bacteria, keeping
your flowers healthy. You can

also make your own flower food
with a tablespoon of sugar, a

tablespoon of white vinegar, and
a quart of water. 

Using a sharp pair of 
flower shears, make a fresh cut
and trim about an inch off the
bottom of the stems. Cut the

stems at a 45-degree angle to
help prolong their lives. Leave
them in them in the lukewarm

water and flower food solution
for a couple of days before you

start arranging them.
 



Johnny's Seeds -- www.johnnyseeds.com
Swallowtail Seeds -- www.swallowtailgardenseeds.com
Park Seed --  www.parkseed.com
Burpee's -- www.burpee.com

Resources
Seeds:

Garden Tools and Supplies:

Johnny's Seeds -- www.johnnyseeds.com
Lee Valley Tools -- www.leevalley.com
A.M. Leonard -- www.amleo.com

Bulbs, Perennial Plants, Shrubs:

White Flower Farm -- www.whiteflowerfarm.com
Breck's -- www.brecks.com

Gardening information and tips:

Floret -- www.floretflowers.com
Bare Mountain Farm -- www.baremtnfarm.com



"Flowers lift the
spirit & refresh

the soul."

-MARTHA LEVER


